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Adjectvies Game
An adjective is a word that describes a noun (the name of a thing or place).

Example: the friendly cow

How to Play
1. Play with a partner.

2. Cut out the noun cards on the next page. The cards have nouns on from 
‘Jack and the Beanstalk’. 

3. Shuffle the cards and place them face down.

4. Take it in turns to take a card.

5. Every time a card is turned over, you should both write down one or more 
adjectives that would work well to describe the noun on the card. Write 
your answers in your column in the table provided.

Example

man

Player 1

tall, smiling clever

Player 2
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Can you work together to write sentences including some of the nouns and adjectives used in 
your game today?
 

 

 

Challenge Task

Adjectvies Game
As you play, record your answers in your column in the table.

Player 1 Player 2



Noun Cards

milk boy mother

beans man market

cow beanstalk window

cottage house voice

cloak road sky

moustache day tale

adventure Daisy Jack
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Example answers:

It was a cold day and a very sad Jack set off down the long road.

Jack left his small cottage and headed off with his loyal cow.

Jack met a mysterious man with a curly moustache. 

Challenge Task

Adjectvies Game Example Answers
fresh, delicious milk brave, little boy caring, smiling mother

tiny, magical beans tall, mysterious man bustling, lively market

big, loyal cow gigantic, leafy beanstalk clean, sparkly window

small, tidy cottage old, brick house kind, gentle voice

glittery, velvet cloak long, cobbled road bright, blue sky

huge, curly moustache sunny, cold day fascinating, magical tale

wonderful, exciting 
adventure friendly, kind Daisy distraught, sad Jack


